
STATR OF WISCONSIN 

BEFORG THE ARBIIRATOR 
-_-_--------------- 

In the Ratter of the Petition of 

MAFlSklFIELD TRACMS ASSOCIATION 

WISCONSIN EMPLOYMENT 
RELATIC?!S COMM!SSION 

'To Initiate Mediation-Arbitration 
betueen Said Petitioner and 

Case IX 
No. 26372 Msd/Arb-755 
Decision No. 18Ul-A 

SCROOL DISIRICT OF HARSWIELD 
--------------- ---- 

Rr. Mario D. Ds Rose, Consultant, Wisconsin Association of School Bonds, Inc. 
appearing on behalf of the School District of Marshfield. 

Ids. Nary Virrtinia Gusrles, Erecutive Director, Central Wisconsin UniServ 
Council appearing on behalf of the Marshfield Tea&wars Association. 

Arbitration Award: 

Cn October 15, 1980 the Wisconsin Rmployment Relations Commission appointed 
the undersigned as Mediator-Arbitrator pursuant to lll.70 (4)(cm)6b of the Municipal 
Employment Relations Act, in the matter of a dispute existinns bet-en the Marshfield 
'Teaohers' Association, referred to hereafter as the-Association, and ths School Mstrict 
of Marshfield, referred to hereafter as the Emplayer. Pursuant to the statutory 
responsibilities the undersigned conducted a mediation meting between tim Association 
and the Employer on December 4, 1980. The mediation effort Iroved unsuccessful and 
due notice nas given to the parties of their rights to withdraw their final offers 
under J.U.70 (4)(cm)6cc. Neither party ohose to withdraw its final offer and an 
arbitration hearing was then held on December 16, 19843. The parties were both present 
at the hearing and given full opportunity to present oral and written evidence and 
to make relevant argument. No transcript of the proceedings was made. Briefs 
were filed by the parties and simultaneously embanged through the arbitrate on 
Februsry 3, 1981. 

The Issues: 
The master contract under which the instant case arose becanu, effeotive 

Julyl, 1979 andremains in force until June 30,198l. Gn February14,1980the 
contract was reopened pursuant to Article XXII, Section A of said contract which 
reads in part: e. . . negotiations concerning Article XVI, Insurance Compensations, 
and all appendices shsll be reopened for the 1980-81 contract year." After a 
number of joint meetings impasse was reached and on June 10, 1980 a petition to 
initiate Mediation-Arbitration was filed by the Association with ths lJlsconsin 
Employment Relations Commission. Cn September 19, 1981, pursuant to Section Ill.70 
(4)(cm)6 of the Munioipal Employment Relations Act, the 'UIWC certified, and tbase 
remained unchanged through the arbitration hearing, the final offers of the parties 
as set forth below. 

Association Final Offer 

1. Insurance Coverage 
Substitute for Article XVI, G. 

All insurance covereges shall become effeotive September 1 and continue 
for a full twelve (12) month period. Teachers beginning emplogeent after the 
school year has begun will have coverage as of the first day of the month 
folkwing emplqnmnt anduilhcontinue suchcoverage untilAugust3. 
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$JAC School District 

Antigo 
D.C. Everest, Schofield 
i-4srrill 
Rhinelander 
Stevens Point 
WaUS8.U 

Wisconsin Rapids 

Marshfield 

FTE 
gnrollment Faculty 

3625 200 
4820 268 
3561 198 
3908 214 
y7272 

$i 

6470 376 

4104 230 

To the WVAC school districts the employer would add the contiguous but nonconference 
districts of Auburndale, Qrsnton, Loyal, Pittsvffle, Spencer, and Stratford. For 
its part, the Association would expand beyond the Conference to encompass In its 
comparison list the 41 largest school districts in Wisconsin less Rilwaukee, Madison, 
Green Bay, Kenosha, and Racine. 

In reviewing the evidence and aegument presented by the parties the undersigned 
sees no reason to go beyong those districts in the Wisconsin Valley Athletic Conference 
for the appropriate compsrables under statutacy criterion d. Cme would discard or 
supplement the Conference districts only on two bases. First, the athletic conference 
districts were mismatched or illogically grouped. Second, the primary domparisons 
which are otherwise weak would be significantly strengtkned by the addition to the 
comparison set of nonconference school districts. 

The WVAC districts while not identical are reasonably similar in faculty and 
enrollment to constitute an acceptable set of benchmarks. Those additional districts 
proposed by the k3nployer~ on the other hand, seem to share IX& a geographical 
proximity withRsrshfield. Fm example, the largest of the Employer's expanded set 
is only one quarter the size (1,037 students) of Marshfield while the smallest, Grsnton 
with 466 students is little more than one-tenth the size of Marshfield. Moreover, 
as testified to by tk representative of the Employer at the arbitration karing, 
the pcrcties have never historically used the expanded comparison list as benchmarks for 
previous negotiations. 

The undersigned likewise is unpersuaded by the Association's contention that the 
conference districts are inadequate. The same standards applied to the Mstrict's 
comparisons could equally be used to judge the appropriateness of those additional 
districts put forward by the Associaticm. Again there is no valid thearg advanced 
why the WVAC districts are inadequate by themselves or that the parties have resorted 
to nonconference schools in past negotiations. 

The parties are in basic agreement that the athletic conference is an appopriate 
yardstick and absent a compelling reason to do otherwise the undersigned will employ 
that without modification in his evaluation of the parties' final offers. 

Tk Cost of Living Criterion 

A major point of contention existing between the parties to the instant dis- 
pute is the meaning and weight to be attached to statutory ariterion e, the so-called 
"cost-of-living" standard. The Ehzployer argues that cost of living as nrentioned in 
llL70(4)(cm)(7)e should not be considered synonymous with the Consumer Price Index 
(CPI) of the U.S. Rureau of Labor Statistics. Rather, it would be just as valid to 
read "cost of living e to mean Personal Consumption Rzpenditures (PCE) price 
deflater of the U.S. Department of Commerce since the statute does not specify the 
CPI "as tk standard for measuring average consumer prices." 

It is also argued by the Mstriot that the CPI overstates the cost of living 
and since tk PCE gives a lower reading of price changes it is more accurate. And 
finally, the Employer contends that in periods of high inflation, however this is 
measured, employees should not expect to have their salaries keep up with price 
increases . In support of its position on the application of tk cost of living 
criterion tk Employer relies ~inoipaU,y on arbitrates Flaten (Clark County Traffic 
and Sheriff's Department, WRRC Decision No. 17584-A, September 4, 19801, Christenson 
(Ruffalo County Dept. of Social Services , WERC Decision No. 17744-A, August 27, 1980); 
and Weisberger (Reosho School District, WERC Decision No. 17305-A, May 14, 1980). 

The Association takes issue with the District's attack on the CPI, labeling this 
as an *@attempt to undermine tk criteria of lll.70 and should be given little weight.* 
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the undersigned does not believe , as he has stated elsewhere, that there is 

sufficient scientific evidence to abandon the Consumer Price Index in favor of the 
so-called PCE. Moreover the wording Of the statute's criterion at u.70(4)(cm)(7)e 
when it states VThe average consumer price for goods and services, commonly kmwn as 
the cost-of-living" would lead one reasonably to conclude that it was in fact the CPI 
whichtbe legislature oftb state of Wisconsin hadinniudwbn it wrote SI5toread 
"The average consumer price for goods and servioes . . l n Why else would those 
specific words be adopted7 

The debate over whet&r the CPI or the PCE is the better measure of cost of 
living misses the point concerning t!m application of this criterion. The crux 
of the issue as this has evolved to date is,homver prices are to be measured how 
much can employees expect to have their salaries and other fckme of compensation 
insulated f)rom.the erosion of the current inflatiou economy. Evidence of various 
kinds is consistent on this point. Whether one looks at arbitral awards ur volmtaqv 
settlements a clear cut pattern emrges in which there is no absolute protection 
by which salery increases will equal @.ce increases on a one to one ratio. How 
much inflationary protection emplwees will enjoy is a question however without 
easy answers. Cne school of thought proposed by Arbitrator Kirkman is that guidance 
to a proper xmasure of protection "shouldbe determined by what other comparable 
employers and associations have settled for who have experienced the same inflationary 
ravages as those experienced by the instant employer." Msrrffl Area Public School 
District, b%RC Dec. No. 17955 (Jsn. 30, 1981). The undersighed finds the logic of 
Arbitratox Urlonan's rule in the Merrill School District case compelling, and 
therefore, in the absence of a mare pertinent approach will apply that principle to 
the instant case. 

Consideration of the Disputed FAnal Offers 

I. Th9 sm Issue 
As set out above the District has offered @.I,470 as the EA base salary for 

1980-8l while the Association's position is that this should be $&550. The 
1979-80 bA base salary for the Marshfield School District was go,650 thus the 
increase in the base for 1980-a would be 7.70 percent fm the District's offer 
and 8.45 percent for that of the Association. When compared with the percentage 
increases in the BA base salary fox the WVAC and excluding D.C. Everest whose base 
was in arbitration at this writing the range of percentage increases was 9.68 
(Wausau) to 7.04 (Antigo) with the average increase for the six conference districts 
considered at 7.94 percent 1980-81. The Employer*s offer would be the fourth 
largest in t&e Conference while &e Assooiation's would raise this two rankings to 
second largest ti base increase. In addition, the District's offer uould be below 
the average BA increase granted in the WAC while the Association’s would be about 
.5 above the conference average. 

Continuing with the comparison of 1980-8). salary ohanges in the Enployer's 
athletic conference we find that tha Association's BA base demand would move the 
District from 6th to 4th place while the Employer's offer would leave the Distxiot*s 
ranking unchanged in 1980-81 from 1979-80. It should also be noted that in 1978-79 
the District ranked 4th fox the EA base 80 that the contract settled which was 
voluntarily negotiated dropped the District's position douu two places. 

In terms of the other salary level positiom, with the exception of the HA 
maximum neither of the parties' final offers would alter the relative position of 
the JJistxiot in the Conference. With regard to the MA maximum both salmy final 
offers uould drop ths District in 1980-81 to 7th of the 8 school districts in the 
WVAC. 

Tim Association also attempts to show that its salary offer is more remanable 
if one looks also at the relative distance between the top salary In the* Conference 
and that paid by the District in each of the contract yesxs since 1978-79. Fox 
example, considering the BA minimum the District was .$l75 below the top EA lnimirmM 
in 1978-79, was $275 below in 1979-80, and would be $430 below if the Employer*e 
offer were adopted or $350 below if the Association's were selected. Iutermeof 

&/ Merrill School District, although also in arbitration was not exclu&d from the 
cmparison set since its BA base was not one of the issues in dispute. 
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the ~nfe&~e average Eershfield uas $62 above (197&79), $51 below (J.979-80), 
and would be $85 below under 
for BA minimum for 1980-81.d 

the Employer's offer and $5.00 below by the Association 

For the BA maximum in the WVAC the comparisons show the Mstrict $l98 above 
(1978-75?), $455 below (1979-80). and $633 below (Association) or $751 below (Employer) 
1980-81; MA minimum was $90 above (198-79)‘ $27 below (1%'9-80), and $27 above 
(Association) or $61 below (Employer) for 1980-81; MA marlmum was $109 above (1978-79). 
$146 below (1979-80), and would be $625 below (Employer) cr $485 belw (Association) 
in 1980-81; finally for the salsry schedule maximum the respective averages for the 
Conference and Mar&field are $597 above (1978-79), +l89 above (1979-80), and $91 
above (Employer) m $245 above (Association) for 1980-81. 

Examination of the above statistics suggests that far the most part the 
Association's final offer for 1980-81 would not restore the comparative loss it 
suffered under its 1979-80 voluntary settlement. The Employer*s final offer would 
reinforce, however, the relative decline in the Association*s salary position in 
the Conference. 

Baving looked at the basic salary offers on a comparative basis it is now 
necessary, in evaluating the final offers of the District and the Association 
to take up the issue of the total cost of the package. It should be observed in 
this connection that although it was raised obliquely by the Association no question 
of ability to pay (statutory criterion a)has been directly raised by the parties 
and the undersized sees no valid reason otherwise to interject such issues into 
the instant dispute. 

The cost of the total package under the parties' respective offers, particularly, 
as these may be compared across the Wisconsin Valley Athletic Conference is a matter 
of some contention. The Employer calculates its final offer as a total packPge 
increase of 10.6 percent as opposed to 11.6 percent it argues as the cost of the 
Association's package. Using its figures on total pa&age cost the District then 
compares this figure for its and the Association's final offer aaross a number of 
other districts suggesting that among its cornparables the range is 8.8 percent to 
Il.2 percent. 

The Association for its part, first of all challenges as %ncomplete, inaccurate, 
and misleading" the evidence which the District offers in its exhibits to support 
the premise that the Association’s total package cost is out of line. The under- 
signed, Sn considering the AssociatiDlns objections to the admissability of those 
Employer exhibits which relate specifically to the issue of total package cost 
requested that in its post hearing brief the Xzaploger provide additional information 
by which the Associationls objections could be dealt with. While some effort was 
obviously attempted in this direction the undersigned concludes that the challenge 
has not been rebutted. Moreover additional points uere also raised in the Association's 
Brief which would further leave in doubt the accuracy of the District's exhibits of 
total package cost in comparable school districts. 

Secondly, a discrepancy also exists bet-en the parties' estimates of the cost 
impact of their own final offers. The District reports its estimated package cost 
at 10.6 percent over 1979-80 and the Association's at Xl.6 percent. Cnthe other 
hand, the Association's estimate is put at 10.5 percent for the Board (using 1979-80 
staff) and 11.3 percent for its own offer. Slightly lower cost estimates are 
arrived at by the Association using a second costing method. In attempting to 
reconcile the paakage cost discrepancies the undersigned recalculated the parties' 
figures using the common method employed of moving the 1979-80 staff foreward and 
adjusting the item of dental insurance to reflect charges for April, Mey, and June 
1m. The District had used January 1, 1981 as the beginning date to estimate 
dental cost. Tha arbitrator thus find the etruee cost to be ll.3 percent for the 
Association's final offer . and 10.5 percent for that of the Mstrict. 

A last point to be considered here is what role to give in these deliberations 
to the so-called "cost-of-livinge criterion. It was indicated above that the parties 
are in dispute over which prioe index to use --CPI or PCE--and as well, what weight 
if any to give to cost of living, however it is measured. The Consumer Price Index 
for July-July 1980-81 seems to show a 13.0 percent increase in prioes for Urban 

z/ Association Exhibit No. 29. It should bs noted that Eerrill and D.C. Everest 
were not settled at this writing and ere therefore excluded from the Conference 
average. 
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Wage and Clerical Workers. The PCE, on the other hand, suggests the price increase 
from the second quarter of 1979 to an equal period in 1980 to have been 10.5 percent. 
Tba District's package offer thus rests exactly on the PCE change while the Associa- 
tion's at Il.3 percent is approximately midway between the two indices. Thus both 
salary and package offers of the parties are reasonable by oost-of-living standards. 

Tha undersigned, in examining salary and package Cost by the statutcuy criteria 
finds the Associaticn*s offer on the BA base to be preferable. Raving examined the 
comparahles, cost-of-living, and other factors norm&Q considered the Association's 
request for an increase to ll,550 ~ul.d not be out of line with ths comparable 
districts of its athletic conference. Its ranking as measured by reference to the 
8A base and dmum,‘MA base and nmximum, and sahedule maximumwouldnotchange 
appreciably and an 8.45 percent increase , while above the conference average of 7.94 
percent is not exhorbitantly so. 

In addition, the total package cost at XL.3 percent in-ass is not unreasonable 
if one assumes the nactual.N cost-of-living increase to lie somewhere between the 
13.0 percent of the CPI and the 10.5 percent of the PCE for the period in question. 

Unfortunately it is not possible to compare the parties' final offer package 
costs aoross the athletic conference in an unequivooal manner. Hare than any other 
comparison this would be most Compelling. If the Association's challenge on the 
District's comparative cost data is valid the information pesented would thereby 
understate the "true" package costs of the comparable districts. This in turn would 
place the issue of the parties' package cost in a substantially different light 
from that presented in the Distriat's and Association's argument and evidence. 
The undersigned can only hope that in future negotiations nvxe attention will be paid 
by the parties to the use of standardized and mutually acceptable costing practices. 

11. ace Coverage 

The essence of the dispute over insurance coverage is the District's decision 
to stand firm on the current contract language which provides that coverage for new 
teachers begins one month after the initiation of employment and terminates on 
June 30 far those teachars leaving at the end of the school year. The Association 
would require 12 month coverage beginning September 1 for all teachers, including 
those not returning after the school year ends. 

The Association argues its position basically from an equity standpoint; i.e. 
that all "have worked the seme work year as those being provided twelve (12) months 
of coverage by the District." In its behalf, the Association oites Warren 
Rducation Association and Warren Consolidated Schools, AAA. Case No. 54-30-o34L69, 
NW& Case XI, No. 17531-MA-328, and Scranton School Distriot and Scranton 
Federation of Teachers, AAA Case No. lk3o-o%8-75% 

The District in the instant case rests primarily on two premises. First, the 
union has demonstrated no necessity to remove the existing clause and substitute 
new aoverage periods; and second, the practioe within the athletic conference shows 
no support for 12 month insurance coverage. Thus only one school district in the 
Conference (Rhinelander) explicitly establishes contractually 12 month coverage for all. 

The Assooiatiori~s counter argument to the District on its ecomparables*t evidence 
is that the silence of the contracts in the conference is because no problem of 
coverage exists. "And no problem exists because twelve (12) months of coverage is 
provided." 

The undersigned finds the Association's contentions on this issue not to be 
perSIL¶SiVe. First, while it is possible that by practice the contractual silence 
in other districts is in fact transfcexed into 12 months coverage, no evidence 
supporting the existence of such practice was offered by the Association. In the 
absence of concrete evidence the arbitrator must assume I.2 month coverage for all 
teachers is not the narm far the Conferenoe. 

Second, the Association has made no case for its hief that the current 
language has workeda hardship andtherefore should be arbitxallyremoved. Again, 
the evidence on this point is oonspiouously absent. 

Third, the Association, as indicated above relies on arbitral authority to 
justify its objective to modify the ourrent clause. The undersigned finds these 
opinions are distinguishable from the instant oase on several grounds. On the one 
hand, the cited cases involved &.evance disputasinvolving the alleged violation of 
exietingrights under a contract. The arbitrators in the three cited cases concluded 
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